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Status (Approved/Not Approved / 

Approved with modification)
Suggestions

1 188441980 MAPC MPCE026 DILIP BAFNA Synopsis and Guide both are Approved

1. Rationale needs to be adequate. 2. Objective needs to 

mention effect of yognidra on job satisfaction. 3. Details of 

intervention need to be given- who, where, duration etc.

2 181796396 MAPC MPCE016 NILANJANA SARMA Synopsis and Guide both are Approved 1. Okay

3 185124197 MAPC MPCE036 SUPARNA MAJUMDAR NEE SIRCAR
Synopsis approved with modifications. Guide 

is Approved.

1. Give only one type of hypothesis, either null or alternate. 2. 

Age range taken is vast, make smaller age range. 3. Take work 

experience and analyze the data on this basis also.

4 185144586 MAPC MPCE016 YOJANA PALSULE DESAI
Synopsis is not approved. Guide is 

approved.

1. Need to take one more continuous variable. 2. Title can be 

Perceived stress and write the 2nd variable here among the 

family members of adults with and without Alcohol Use 

Disorder, 3. Mention the sample details in both the groups. 4. 

Since you are assessing perceived stress, it can't be part of 

inclusion exclusion criteria. 5. Sample selection procedure needs 

to be mentioned clearly. 

5 188433707 MAPC MPCE016 SADIA MOHAMMAD ARIF MITHAWALA
Synopsis is not approved. Guide is also not 

approved.

1. The learner needs to work on each component of the 

synopsis. Refer to the Project handbook.

6 188435109 MAPC MPCE026 POONAM CHAINANI
Synopsis is not approved. Guide is 

approved.

1. Title needs to be specific, mention which types of special 

children. 2. Take one more continuous variable alongwith 

depression. 3. Review needs to be written properly with proper 

citing of studies. 4. All components of synopsis need to be 

written properly. 5. Refer to the Project Handbook.

7 159641669 MAPC MPCE026 VIOLET DSOUZA
Synopsis is not approved. Guide is 

approved.

1. Title be renamed as Parent-child relationship and …..in 

adolescents. 2. Variable taken is adjustment, but the tool taken 

is SDQ. 3. If you are taking SDQ, then write the variable as 

mental health related problems instead of adjustment. 

Otherwise take a tool on adjustment.

8 185144998 MAPC MPCE026 SHINY SHRIVASTAVA Synopsis and Guide both are Approved 1. Delete A study of the relationship between in the Title.

9 188440236 MAPC MPCE036
SHIRISHKUMAR PURUSHOTTAMRAO 

AMBULGEKAR
Synopsis and Guide both are Approved

1. A few participants can also be interviewed and data can be 

analyzed qualitatively.
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